
Bonita Adair 
OCTOPUS, resistance
"Octopus Exclamation
53 Paper iPad 

My art is focused on this concept of how a octopus exclamation from the major of CI industry and 
hegemonic groups or sponsors. Enough to convince or draw parents within the decisions what best 
interests for Deaf. Drawing the dark art shown that how much you made us upset with your progressive 
resources and options (leaving ASL out).

Patricia Durr
Octopus Motif



David Call
Octopus motif

Typical Day at Maternity Ward. 9x11 Bristol paper. Ink. David Call 2016

The AGBell octopus mechanism is very busy at work all over the country. This is how it works.



P Durr
Quick sketch 
L - no where to go but back 
Charcoal sketch. 
I had wanted to try to paint $olitary Confinement (a charcoal drawing I did during the feb challenge for 
octopus motif but today there was no art making so I dos this quick sketch. It is L one of the Deaf guys 
we did artworkshop w at the max security prison. One time when we were there he was soon to be 
released and worries about it because he had no where to go. To go back home meant to be around 
drugs but where as does a A Deaf person w a felony record go. A few month later they said he got in a 
fight w his parole officer and was going back to prison. The prison industrial complex is a use octopus 
that never lets go



Rosemary Parker Edwards
I created this for my class last semester. 
Computer Art - photoshop.
#Deviaanimalchallenge
Octopus motif

https://www.facebook.com/hashtag/deviaanimalchallenge


Amy Cohen Efron
Octopus Motif - "Puckered Lips Sucking"

Spur of the moment. Very quick sketch. It is very cathartic for me. 
Using colored highlights, sharpie --- Size 8.5 x 11.

Too much emphasis on lips/ears and it sucks out our Deaf souls constantly...



Kathy Fisher-Abraham

Octopus Motif - "American Sign Language Extinction" R
9x12 zentangle mixed media paper with micron ink,, then PS to turn it into blue..

Octopus was ordered by AGB to destroy all hands that tried to sign and to ban ASL, only focusing on 
the hearing and listening approaches, similar to the story of Milan 1880. ( an infamous historical mark 
of "slashing" sign language which led to the Dark Age of Deaf Education. At this biased, pre-planned 
conference, International Congress on Education of the Deaf in Milan, oralist proponents voted to ban 
sign language.by handspeak website)



Takiyah Harris
Octopus
"LipOctopus is taking over two eyeball fishes".
Crayons and markers
16by16
2016



Hinda Kasher

Octopus Motif
Marker, photo edit grudge effect

"Between the devil and the deep blue sea"

#DeVIAanimalchallenge

This is my journey right now. Swimming into middle of deep ocean and guess what I found?

https://www.facebook.com/hashtag/deviaanimalchallenge


Ellen Mansfield
octopus 
Marker 5x8 inches



Laurie Rose Art Studio
octopus (R) motif
"Sea Monsters--->Corporations"
First I drew with sharpie few years ago turned into intaglio print then scanned to digital. Today, I used 
PS for special effect.



Nancy Rourke 
Day 26, OCTOPUS, resistance category
"Octopus Capitalism"
8 inch by 10 inch
oil on canvas

This painting focuses on how a giant octopus handle capitalism regarding major CI industrial complex. 
This is somewhat a hierarchy except only three-tier plate. I hope to paint a six-tier plate one day. The 
bottom tier shows the Deaf people being colonized by AGB and its associates and a heavy weight they 
had to hold up. The second tier shows a gala where the CI industrial complex eat and drink. The top tier 
is the profit-making. #DeVIAanimalchallenge #DeVIAoctopus

https://www.facebook.com/hashtag/deviaoctopus
https://www.facebook.com/hashtag/deviaanimalchallenge

